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A First Course in Mathematical ModelingBrooks Cole, 2013

	Offering a solid introduction to the entire modeling process, A FIRST COURSE IN MATHEMATICAL MODELING, 5th Edition delivers an excellent balance of theory and practice, and gives you relevant, hands-on experience developing and sharpening your modeling skills. Throughout, the book emphasizes key facets of modeling, including creative and...
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Automatic Design of Decision-Tree Induction Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2015

	Presents a detailed study of the major design components that constitute a top-down decision-tree induction algorithm, including aspects such as split criteria, stopping criteria, pruning and the approaches for dealing with missing values. Whereas the strategy still employed nowadays is to use a 'generic' decision-tree induction...
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Breast Cancer: Nuclear Medicine in Diagnosis and Therapeutic OptionsSpringer, 2007

	There can never be enough material in the public domain about cancers, and particularly breast cancer. This book adds much to the literature. It provides general information on breast cancer management and considers all new methods of diagnosis and therapy. It focuses on nuclear medicine modalities by comparing their results with other...
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Think Perl 6: How to Think Like a Computer ScientistO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Want to learn how to program and think like a computer scientist? This practical guide gets you started on your programming journey with the help of Perl 6, the younger sister of the popular Perl programming language. Ideal for beginners, this hands-on book includes over 100 exercises with multiple solutions, and more than 1,000 code...
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Computer Explorations in Signals and Systems Using MATLABPrentice Hall, 1996

	This book provides computer exercises for an undergraduate course on signals and linear

	systems. Such a course or sequence of courses forms an important part of most engineering

	curricula. This book was primarily designed as a companion to the second edition of Signals

	and Systems by Oppenheim and Willsky with Nawab. While the...
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Mastering C++ Game Development: Create professional and realistic 3D games using C++ 17Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		High-end game development with advanced C++ 17 programming techniques

	
		Key Features

		
			Make the best use of object-oriented capabilities of C++ to develop high-end games
	
			Create reusable C++ libraries and editor tools for your game
	
			Series of example projects...
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Migrating to Azure: Transforming Legacy Applications into Scalable Cloud-First SolutionsApress, 2018

	
		Design an enterprise solution from scratch that allows the migration of a legacy application. Begin with the planning and design phase and be guided through all the stages of selecting the architecture framework that fits your enterprise.

	
		Join Microsoft MVP Josh Garverick as he addresses all major areas of design and...
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Visual Studio Tools for Office: Using C# with Excel, Word, Outlook, and InfoPathAddison Wesley, 2005
Visual Studio Tools for Office  is both the first and the definitive book on VSTO 2005 programming, written by  the inventors of the technology. VSTO is a set of tools that allow professional  developers to use the full power of Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework to  put code behind Excel...
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Microsoft Ole Db 2.0 Programmer's Reference and Data Access Sdk (Microsoft Professional Editions)Microsoft Press, 1998
rogrammers understand how to build business applications that exploit all the organization's information resources-in whatever form and from wherever they reside in the enterprise-with Microsoft's powerful OLE DB 2.0 technology. This kit packages complete information and tools to create universal data access for all Windows(r)- and Windows...
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Refactoring Databases : Evolutionary Database DesignAddison Wesley, 2006
Refactoring has proven its value in a wide range of development projectshelping software professionals improve system designs, maintainability, extensibility, and performance. Now, for the first time, leading agile methodologist Scott Ambler and renowned consultant Pramodkumar Sadalage introduce powerful refactoring techniques...
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Macromedia Studio MX 2004 : Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2004
Macromedia Studio MX 2004: Training from the Source provides a comprehensive, working introduction to the most powerful Web design and development suite available, Macromedia Studio MX. In this hands-on, project-based book for active learners, you'll get a solid overview of how you can use the integrated workflow...
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Programming MapPoint in .NETO'Reilly, 2005
Interactive web maps generated by MapPoint-Microsoft's popular mapping technology are crucial for businesses in a number of fields, including real estate, package delivery, and commercial air travel.  In a word, MapPoint provides businesses with "location."  Specifically, it provides an integrated set of products,...
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